



Who the F***?

Xmas 2010






Good evening, welcome to the SUCC Christmas meal
and your ever truthful Mouthfuls magazine. For those that
are new to the club I’m sure you will be the same as the
rest of us tomorrow morning and won’t quite remember it!
So much has happened since the summer, the new committee have been attempting to change a few things but
I’ll let you decide how it all went for them as well as dealing with the massive number of freshers. We also have a
new president but who the f*** he is, I don't really know!
Thanks to all those that have written articles or grassed
people up for the epic levels of sharking, don't worry—all
the things you have tried to forget over the past few
months will no doubt be detailed in here. Also I can’t forget all those that help run the club, we wouldn't be able to
do it without you and keep the record number of fresher's
you see around you.
I’ve had yet another awesome term with you all and look
forward to writing this again in the summer.
Enjoy the meal and have a fantastic Christmas.



Upcoming Trips
The Lakes
28th-30th January

Valentines Dart
11th -13th February

NSR—Nottingham
4th-6th March

Perranporth
18th-20th March

Rhossili
29th April-2ndMay
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SUCC Overheard at Southampton:
(The editor, Sherman, accepts no responsibility for any inaccuracies that may be in the article below)

Paul: ‘I’m really drunk, I desperately want a shag but I’ve spent more time being ill
than shaggin, so gutted’ – Bonfire social whilst Kate was waiting in Paul’s room.
Emily: How do you know Jake?
Piechee: I tried getting off with him at reflex.
Rob McWhirter: If you have ever played conkers, it would be like that but with balls.
Roch to Wilko: It was about this time last year that you showed me your gash.
Matt (about Elaine): Why is no-one getting on that? I don't understand.
JJ (talking about running): Think about it. After a long, stressful day at work, you can
come home and do one of two things: You can find a baby and punch it in the
face...or you can go for a run!
After a night at jesters, in charcoal grill, two gingers are making out. George says
"ginger on ginger is like making out with your sister"
In southwestern JJ is talking about the length of his meat and says
"So, in bourbons how long is yours?"
JJ: There's something special in Kettering, i swear. like a national park.
Alex P: Yeah there's a really small national park just in Kettering.
JJ: what really?
Alex P: No!
Laurent: It's bourborn Jenga Matt (kelly), it's got nothing to do with your penis.
Rose: ‘Is 1 a multiple of 5?’
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So, about a week into my university life I discovered SUCC. Possibly the next day
somebody mentioned a holiday.
YES!
Well, I wasn’t going to be sticking around in Southampton when I could be cavorting around
on the beaches of Cornwall, was I?
Following a rather amusing intro talk filled with alcohol, flour and water I remember
vaulting a couple of rows in the lecture hall to hand in my cash. I really wasn’t planning on
missing out!
Cutting to the point and avoiding furthering an apparently well established SUCC custom, I
turned up at the boat hard on time and then waited. For a fair while… But after, among
other things, establishing the sheer quantity of freshers bestowed with the name Thomas,
we piled onto various modes of carriage and headed forth to the fair West Country.
If the antics on the bus didn’t quite live up to the stories foretold, it was more than made
up for when we piled off of Red Leader in the chilly night air in Newquay. There were
games, drink, drinking, drinking games, a little strip trip to the beach. I felt at home
already.
A couple of hours sleep ensured we were all bright and fresh for the latter hours of the
morning at which time us newbies were bundled back into the buses and along the familiar
roads of Cornwall. Unfortunately not everyone knew where they were going. Nevertheless,
Perranporth eventually veered into view and after much ado about nothing, we got stuck
into the surf in pairs with the timeless advice “if you go over, pull this loop here… and don’t
breathe it in”. Excellent! I loved it.
And just how bonkers was the
surf!

It whipped back at the face like hail in a hurricane. A significant number frequently found
themselves miraculously self righted in the breakers and I pulled off an impressive
unintendo involving nosediving into the beach and staying longer than I’d have liked in a
vertical limbo. Swim followed swim followed swim and then some ponces got cold so we
hiked back up the beach for pasties.
That night followed roughly the same formula as the first, only my part of the equation
involved rather more rummmmm and ciderrrrrrr. As a result I made my acquaintance with
the cold and wet, yet surprisingly cosy football pitch outside. I was put to bed but some
crazy fools decided to sleep outside in the dugouts anyway. Good on you!
The surf on Sunday was a little less mental by most standards, which enabled the majority
of us freshers to get out onto the bigger waves out back. I was concentrating far too hard
on not breathing in the Atlantic but I’m told even some of the more established club
members enjoyed themselves too!
Many, many thanks to Matt Kelly and associated minions for organising a truly memorable
SUCC trip.
Thom

The Mighty Usk!
A trip?
To the Usk?
Organised by an old married couple?
What could POSSIBLY go wrong?
Yes, it was that time of year again, to journey to South Wales, where the
valleys are low, the hills are high and the water is undrinkable. We arrived
after many shenanigans in cars/minibuses, including a sing-along, which the freshers were
very reluctant to join in with (I mean, who doesn’t like The Who?).
We settled down in luxurious accommodation, complete with stage AND table, and cracked
open some beverages. Entertainment was provided by the SUCC Guitar and Ukulele
Orchestra, who played along to such heart-warming melodies as ‘Fuck Her Gently’, and ‘Fat
Bottomed Girls’. A game of ring of fire ensued, until we all decided it would be a good idea to
get some rest before the river-running calamities of the next day.
After a delicious helping of burnt porridge, we made our way to the get-on, only to
find that we were one BA short...ultimate faff! Leaving our beloved treasurer
behind, we got into our groups, and got onto some GNARLY white water!
Highlights on the river included Curly getting pinned to a rock by not one, but two
freshers, Iona discovering superhuman strength and destroying a pair of paddles, and some
epic boogying.
!"""""""""""!!!!!!#$%%%%%%%&

Saturday evening progressed in true SUCC style, with the creation of a new game...
‘Lime!’
‘Lime?’
‘LIME!’

‘LIME!!’
‘APPLE!’
‘BISCUIT!’
...and the trip organisers, after all their hard work, getting taped to a tree. As usual,
everything turned into drunken madness; a wild game of spoons turned sour (JJ, you’re a
cheat); ‘I have never’ revealed some interesting truths about certain freshers (story!). A tickle
war broke out among some members while some freshers were trying to get to sleep (for
future reference, those who are impossibly ticklish include JJ, Iona and Beardy).
The next morning we took to the river again, however nothing unusual happened due to the
disappointingly low water level, apart from Rossall illegally driving the van and getting the
seats wet. After an effortless day’s paddling, we headed back to sunny Southampton via
KFC with sore throats and lime juice stains.

By Beardy Dan and Kate Herbert
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Useless Fact - Never approach a Kelly from upwind

The Curly Whirly Tavy and Dart

On Friday night many SUCCers descended on Devon for Curly Whirly Tavy and Dart trip which
had been optimistically advertised as the “best and most efficiently run trip of the year”. Games
were played, drinks were consumed and the last I remember Roch and George were having a race to
see who could eat a tea bag the fastest.
Saturday
Despite some discussion we chose to paddle the Tavy on the Saturday. Rose lost her paddles at the
first drop and was forced to use the first set of splits. Luckily JJ later spotted them and managed to
livebait them out from behind a rock to the applause of some passing strangers. Then Simon
became the second fresher to use the splits after he snapped his own paddles half way down the
river. This was either an act of extreme strength or the unlucky result of knackered club kit.
Alex Jakobs managed to pin herself vertically against a rock and Simon became the best swimmer
of the year so far with an impressive 11 swims in the course of the day.
As expected the river was very long and the light began to go before the river could be completed.
River groups were forced to walk out and SUCCers became scattered across the Devon countryside.
Luckily years of practice have allowed the club to get off the Tavy, in the dark, in a remarkably
efficient manner. All kit, freshers and vehicles were soon reunited and returned to the hut in record
time.
As a special treat the Shafters decided to wow the club with their culinary skill and cook a delicious
curry for everyone. It was so good that Whirly was seen stealing the leftovers and taking them home
to Southampton.
Sunday took us to the ever popular Dart Loop for some more extreme white water action. River
shuttle faff allowed everyone to get creative on the river bank. Firstly Team Helen spelt out the
word Helen using only the members of their river group.

Then an educational diorama was created to aid in the teaching of the “Love rocks, hate trees”
mantra. It consisted of JJ's kit, boat and a branch arranged to represent JJ getting stuck under a tree.

Once on the river Alex Madsen executed an impressive hammer off of the seal launch. This would
however have been more impressive if he had known what a hammer was.
Finally, after a brilliant yet scrapey trip, we were ready to leave the hut and return to Southampton.
Unfortunately, an act of Westenbrinking delayed our departure. Eric had left early, in the van, with
the keys to the hut still in his pocket.

Lime – the game.
Lime is a simple ball game which can be played at any time.
Equipment:
Limes

Players:
As many as possible.
Players should be slightly inebriated for
best results.

Pitch:
Anywhere. However, it is best
played in small church halls
whilst sitting at large tables.

Rules:
• The game begins with a single lime being thrown by one player to another.
• “Lime” must be shouted whenever the lime is thrown
• If a player fails to catch the lime then they must consume.
• If a player fails to throw a catchable lime, they must consume.
Optional rules:
• More than one lime can be in play at once.
• If limes are squashed, cake, biscuits or apples may be substituted. A bite of the apple must
be taken at each throw.
• The lime can be aggressively squashed against the table before each throw. Extra points in
you spray the person next to you with juice as well.
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Your guide to throwing a birthday party in true SUCC style
Step 1 - You’ll need a venue. We found The Ridge to be just right for this sort of thing, but if
you don’t have one of these, I guess any house would be fine, as long as there’s plenty of
room… and maybe a few buckets strategically left here and there, just in case.
Step 2 - Invite some friends round, and make sure you tell them to bring some alcohol - they
will need it. However, the funnel is optional, but we here at SUCC recommend including one
(thanks to Alex for that), as it does guarantee heavy consumption.
Step 3 - If possible, put something eye-catching by the door for comedy effect as people
walk in, for example, a punch bag with pictures of a very confused Paul Clark, and what I
think might be Matt Kelly’s ‘sex face’, stuck to it.
Step 4 - Once the party is in full swing, you should find that you won’t have to provide a lot
of entertainment, as the delightful combination of alcohol and household items will do that
for you… Because everyone loves a bit of extreme ironing, and who, after a few cheeky
drinks, wouldn’t want to give the unicycle a go?
Step 5 - A game of ‘hide the ring pull in the beard’ is a definite crowd pleaser, especially if
the person whose face the beard is attached to doesn’t notice you’ve hidden any ring pulls
in there until they start falling out.
Step 6 - During the party antics, you might be lucky enough to notice that the birthday boy
(or girl… but in this case boy) has left his drink unattended! BIG mistake, because we all
know that what every birthday boy needs is a dirty pint. Now you could add any manner of
things to it; more alcohol, spirits, condiments…? Or, you could just ask around and get as
many people as possible to stick a pube or two in there. Have a penny ready for when he
picks it up again, unless you’re lucky enough to have got him so hammered he downs the
entire thing straightaway.
Wow, that
was a tasty
beverage!

Step 7 - Sit back, and watch the events unfold. And then later on, maybe migrate to one of
the local bars or clubs. If the aforementioned birthday boy isn’t able to join you, due to the
fact that he’s far too plastered to make it out of his own house… then take pride in the
knowledge that you’ve done a good job.
SUCC Love as always,
Beardy Dan. Xxx
(All credit to Piechee for actually organising the party, even if he didn’t participate in all of
it… it was one of those lovely weeks where I could sit back and do nothing.)

The Diary Entries of Robert J. McWhirly. Concerning the SUCC
Expedition to the Arctic Tundra (North Yorkshire- BUCS
Whitewater Racing):
Log- 25/11/10

13:00

Sub-zero temperatures , watersports, The North.

Probably the worst combination since Matt

Kelly’s parents’ sex cells.
Sitting here on the Thursday before the trip, I can’t be blamed for wondering how I’ve
been roped into a weekend where I’ll be lucky to retain all of my fingers. Desperately
trying to secure thermals (I believe Andrew’s currently looking at twenty one layers) the
outlook looks bleak.
Here’s the current Metcheck prediction:
Temperature -3 C, feels like: -7 C.
I still don’t understand how the weather can cheat 4 degrees from me. Ridiculous.

Log 27/11/10

02:00

The tents are up, the fleecy tiger suits are out and the snow has dumped about 4 inches.
Sherman: ‘What happens tonight stays in this tent’. There are four of us in a two man
tent, things are pretty snugly at the moment but I fear not all of us will make it alive
to see the morning.!!

!
Log 28/11/10 11:00 - The Ascent of Mt. BUCS.
Who’s idea was it to but the campsite at the bottom of an icy hill? Faff of epic
proportions ensued (Eric Westenbrink was suspiciously present) as vans and buses slithered
around the ice. Eight bald sets of tyres later we have arrived at the River Washburn To
kick some Loughborough ass.

Log 28/11/10 4:00
A one, two, three podium finish for SUCC as we wipe the slate in every event, with all
other university boats suspiciously sinking mid race… (the reliability of this log may
have been affected by the frozen nature of my brain at the time of entry).

Log 28/11/10 23:30
Fresher Sam Hurst has just single-handedly turned the tropical themed party into an orgy
of carnage. He has so far thrown whipped cream over everyone, filled his tiger suit up

with balloons and continuously bounced into strangers, got himself stuck inside a tyre to
the point that we thought we would have to cut him out and pulled down half of the
decorations. The night is but young!

Log 29/11/10 7:00
EVERYTHING IS FROZEN!

Log 29/11/10 14:00
We’ve won everything; this is just getting boring, lets send Eric down the course in a
tiger onesie, do some live baiting practice and go home.

Log 29/11/10 17:00
Tom Pritchard is dead and all is suddenly quite. The elements have closed in around us.
Our vehicles are stuck and we’re in a barren part of the North somewhere, hundreds of
miles away from civilisation I expect. However moral remains high because it is impossible
to be sad when you are wearing a tiger suit!

Log 29/11/10 22:00
This was totally worth it. 4 star hotel, breakfast included and a great excuse to miss
lectures, getting stuck in Yorkshire could not have worked out any better. We’ve just had
a nice little snowboating session and are off to the pub for a well-deserved pint.
Possibly the best accommodation the club has ever seen?

Log 30/11/10 16:00
As we pull back into civilisation it is hard to believe the sight of the boathard. It is a
sight that many off us had doubts that we would ever see again, fearing that we would be
lost to an eternity of wandering Siberia. Behold then this tale of human perseverance and
wonder at the 10 brave souls that made it back alive, and let us dine on Pritchard’s
death!
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SUCC Sharking Activity 2010
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Fran
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Emily

Norwegian Wood
Lewis
Eric Westenbrink
Iona

Dr Will

Beardy Dan
Fresher George

Alex Payne

Who?

Huw

Nugz

Maria
Whirly

Paddles

Paul Clark

Project x56
Roch
Somerset
Rossall

Fresher Helen

Curly

JJ

Alice
Matt Kelly

PieChee

Fitty

Kate Herbert

Gary

Rose
Elaine

Dani
Jonny

Sam

Alex Madsen

Wilko
Bobbi
Audrey

Tom Pritchard

Danny

Jess

Jake
Immi

Clive T Bear

Starkie

Kate Hutchinson

Dave Channon

George M

Naked Rob

Thom

Thom Guy

Skeleton
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